Under the assumption of the known multiplicity of zeros of nonlinear equations, a class of two-point sextic-order multiple-zero finders and their dynamics are investigated in this paper by means of extensive analysis of modified double-Newton type of methods. With the introduction of a bivariate weight function dependent on function-to-function and derivativeto-derivative ratios, higher-order convergence is obtained. Additional investigation is carried out for extraneous fixed points of the iterative maps associated with the proposed methods along with a comparison with typically selected cases. Through a variety of test equations, numerical experiments strongly support the theory developed in this paper. In addition, relevant dynamics of the proposed methods is successfully explored for various polynomials with a number of illustrative basins of attraction.
Introduction
Root-finding of nonlinear equations of the form f (x) = 0 has been one of the most frequently occurring problems in scientific work. In rare cases, it is possible to solve the governing equations exactly. In most cases, however, only approximate solutions may resolve the real problems handling such as weather forecast, accurate positioning of satellite systems in the desired orbit, measurement of earthquake magnitudes and other high-level engineering technologies. Among simple-zero finders, the most widely accepted classical Newton's method
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (1.1) solves f (x) = 0 without difficulty, provided that a good initial guess x 0 is chosen near the zero α. Under the assumption that the multiplicity m is known a priori, it is of considerable interest to design efficient methods for locating repeated zeros of f(x). For the zero α with a given multiplicity of m ≥ 1, modified Newton's method [36, 37] in the following form
, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (1.2) is frequently used by many researchers. It is known that numerical scheme (1.2) is a second-order one-point optimal [25] method on the basis of Kung-Traub's conjecture [25] that any multipoint method [35] without memory can reach its convergence order of at most 2 r−1 for r functional evaluations. Other higher-order multiple-zero finders can be found in papers [15, [17] [18] [19] [20] 26, 27, 40, 45] .
Given a known multiplicity of m > 1, we propose in this paper a family of new two-point sixth-order multiple-zero finders of modified double-Newton type by adding the second step to (1.2) of the form:
, (1.3) where the desired form of the weight function Q f using only two-point functional information at x n and y n will be extensively studied for maximal order of convergence in Section 2. This paper is divided into six sections. Investigated in Section 2 is methodology and convergence analysis for newly proposed multiple-zero finders. A main theorem is established to state convergence order of six as well as to derive asymptotic error constants and error equations by use of a family of bivariate weight functions Q f dependent on two principal roots of function-tofunction and derivative-to-derivative ratios. In Section 3, special forms of weight functions are considered based on polynomials and rational functions with labeled case numbers. Section 4 discusses the extraneous fixed points and related dynamics behind the basins of attraction. Tabulated in Section 5 are computational results for a variety of numerical examples. Table 6 compares the magnitudes of e n = x n − α among those of typically selected cases of the proposed methods. Dynamical properties of the proposed methods along with their illustrative basins of attraction are displayed with detailed analyses and comments. Overall conclusion as well as possible future work is briefly discussed at the end of the final section.
Methodology and convergence analysis
Let a function f : C → C have a repeated zero α with integer multiplicity m > 1 and be analytic [1] in a small neighborhood of α. Then, given an initial guess x 0 sufficiently close to α, new iterative methods proposed in (1.3) to find an approximate zero α of multiplicity m will take the specific form of:
and where Q f : C 2 → C is holomorphic [21, 39] in a neighborhood of (0, 0). Since u and s are respectively a one-to-m and a one-to-(m-1) multiple-valued functions, we consider their principal analytic branches [1] . Hence, it is convenient to treat u as a principal root given by u = exp[
convention of Arg(z) for z ∈ C agrees with that of Log[z] command of Mathematica [44] to be employed later in numerical experiments of Section 5. By means of further inspection of u, we find that u = (2.4) then b or |b| is called the asymptotic error constant and p is called the order of convergence [42] .
In this paper, we investigate the maximal convergence order of proposed methods (2.1). We here establish a main theorem describing the convergence analysis regarding proposed methods (2.1) and find out how to construct the weight function Q f for sextic-order convergence. Hence, it suffices to consider the weight function
. Applying the Taylor's series expansion of f about α, we get the following relations: (2.11) where (2.12) where
With the use of u and s in (2.11) and (2.12), expanding Taylor series of Q f (u, s) about (0, 0) up to fourth-order terms we find: − m
from which
is found independently of θ 2 , with δ = Q 02 + Q 11 + Q 20 .
Substituting 
where
To make L 5 = 0 independently of θ 2 and θ 3 , we solve L 51 = 0 and L 52 = 0 simultaneously for Q 11 and Q 02 . As a result, we get:
Thus we compactly find Q 01 = −2(m − 1)m and
, we obtain
and
The consequence of the analysis carried out thus far immediately leads us to the following theorem. 
for j ∈ N − {1}. Let x 0 be an initial guess chosen in a sufficiently small neighborhood of α. Let (2.25) where φ i (1 ≤ i ≤ 2) are given in (2.23) and (2.24), respectively. 
Special cases of weight functions
where ρ is introduced in (2.20) . Special cases of Q f (u, s) are considered here. In each case, relevant coefficients are determined based on relations (2.15), (2.16), (2.18) and (2.21).
Although a variety of forms of weight functions Q f (u, s) are available in view of bivariate Taylor-polynomial forms shown by (3.1), we will limit ourselves to several cases of weight functions comprising low-order polynomials or simple rational functions.
Case 1: Second-order bivariate polynomial weight functions:
Case 1B:
Case 2: Second-order bivariate rational weight functions
and a 3 = b 3 m + 3 with b 1 and b 3 as free parameters.
with
Case 2B:
Case 2C:
Case 3: Weight function as a sum of two univariate functions
where G f , K f : C → C are analytic in a neighborhood of the origin and satisfy the following relations.
Case 3A: (Sum of two second-order univariate polynomials ) 11) which is identical with Case 1C.
Case 3B: (Sum of two first-order univariate rational functions ) 
and d 0 as a free parameter.
Case 3C: 
with c =
and q = . We can find that Case 3D yields the same Q f (u, s) as that of Case 3C via direct computation of the given coefficients.
Case 4:
Weight function as a product of two univariate functions (3.15) where G f , K f : C → C are analytic in a neighborhood of the origin and satisfy the following relations.
Case 4A: (Product of two univariate rational functions)
. Case 4B: (Product of two second-order univariate polynomials )
. Case 4C:
and c 1 = 2(m − 1).
Case 4D: , with λ = (m − 1) 2 + 2.
In the next section, we will discuss the extraneous fixed points [24, 43] of Q f and relevant dynamics associated with their basins of attraction. The dynamics behind basins of attraction was initiated by Stewart [41] and followed by works of Amat et al. [2] [3] [4] [5] , Scott et al. [38] , Chun et al. [10] , Chun and Neta [11] , Chicharro et al. [8] , Cordero et al. [16] , Neta et al. [30] , [33] , Argyros and Magreñan [7] , Magreñan [29] , Magreñan et al. [28] , Andreu et al. [6] and Chun et al. [12] . The only papers comparing basins of attraction for methods to obtain multiple roots are due to Neta et al. [31] , Neta and Chun [32, 34] , and Chun and Neta [13, 14] .
Extraneous fixed points
In general, multipoint iterative methods [22, 23] finding a zero α of a nonlinear equation f (x) = 0 can be written as Investigation of such dynamics clearly motivates our current analysis, which enables us to write the proposed method (2.1) in the following form:
can be regarded as a weight function of the classical Newton's method. It is obvious that α is a fixed point of R f . The points ξ = α for which H f (ξ ) = 0 are extraneous fixed points of R f .
We limit ourselves to paying a special attention to several cases 1C, 2A, 3C, 4C in order to explore further properties of extraneous fixed points and relevant dynamics associated with their basins of attraction. By closely following the works of Chun et al. [9, 13, 34] and Neta et al. [30, 33, 34] 
. We then apply a polynomial f (z) = (z 2 − 1) m to H f (x n ) and construct a weight function H(z), with a change of a variable ζ = z 2 , in the form of
where A is a constant which may be dependent on m but independent of the extraneous fixed points of H; F(ζ ) and D(ζ ) have no common factors; F(ζ ) may indeed contain the extraneous fixed points H. Thus the extraneous fixed points ξ of H can be found from zeros ζ of F(ζ ) via relation ξ = ζ 1 2 . Note that F is a finite sum of rational powers in ζ . It must be emphasized that any general algebraic ways of zero-finding of F(ζ ) seem to be infeasible. By a suitable change of variables for the terms with rational powers, F(ζ ) can be transformed into a multivariate polynomial, which can be solved with known polynomial root-finding methods. Constant A and functions F(ζ ), D(ζ ) of H(z) are explicitly displayed for cases 1C, 2A, 3C, 4C in Table 1 .
It is our main interest to investigate the complex dynamics of the iterative map R p of the form (4.4) in connection with the basins of attraction for a variety of polynomials p(z n ) and a weight function H(z n ). Indeed, R p (z) represents the classical Newton's method with weight function H(z) and may possess its fixed points as zeros of p(z) or extraneous fixed points associated with H(z). As a result, basins of attraction for the fixed points or the extraneous fixed points as well as their attracting periodic orbits may make an impact on the complicated and chaotic complex dynamics whose visual description for various polynomials will be shown in the latter part of Section 5. At this point, we now wish to describe the dynamical behavior of (4.4) for selected cases for values of m ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}. Table 2 lists corresponding extraneous fixed points ξ of H for values of 2 ≤ m ≤ 5. All the fixed points ξ of H in each case show their stability in Table 3 .
In the latter part of Section 5, we will explore complex dynamics associated with the basins of attraction for iterative maps (4.4) when applied to various polynomials. 
Table 2
Extraneous fixed points ξ = ζ 
Numerical experiments and complex dynamics
We first begin this section with computational aspects of proposed methods (2.1) for a variety of test functions in comparison with typically selected cases. Later on in the latter part of this section, we will explore the complex dynamics behind the basins of attraction of iterative maps (4.4) for iterative maps of the selected cases.
A variety of numerical experiments have been carried out with Mathematica programming to confirm the developed theory. Throughout these experiments, we have maintained 100 digits of minimum number of precision, via Mathematica command 
Here log z(z ∈ C)represents a principal analytic branch with − π ≤ Im( log z) < π.
$ MinPrecision = 100, to achieve the specified accuracy. In case that α is not exact, it is replaced by a more accurate value which has more number of significant digits than the assigned $ MinPrecision = 100. Remark 5.1. Note that p n requires knowledge at two points x n , x n−1 , while the usual COC(computational order of convergence)
log (|x n−1 −x n−2 |/|x n−2 −x n−3 |) does require knowledge at four points x n , x n−1 , x n−2 , x n−3 . Hence p n can be handled with a less number of working precision digits than the usual COC whose number of working precision digits is at least p times as large as that of p n .
Computed values of x n are accurate up to $ MinPrecision significant digits. If α has the same accuracy of $ MinPrecision as that of x n , then e n = x n − α would be nearly zero and hence computing |e n+1 |/e p n | would unfavorably break down. To clearly observe the convergence behavior, we desire α to have more significant digits that are digits higher than $ MinPrecision. To supply such α, a set of following Mathematica commands are used:
In this experiment, we assign = 16. As a result, the numbers of significant digits of x n and α are found to be 100 and 116, respectively. Nonetheless, the limited paper space allows us to list both of them only up to 15 significant digits. We set the error bound to 1 2 × 10 −80 satisfying |x n − α| < .
Iterative methods (2.1) with cases 1C, 2A, 3C, 4C were respectively identified by W1C, W2A, W3C, W4C, being W-prefixed. Methods W1C, W2A, W3C, W4C have been successfully applied to the test functions F 1 − F 4 below:
where log z(z ∈ C) represents a principal analytic branch such that − π < Im( log z) ≤ π
As seen in Table 5 , they clearly confirmed sextic-order convergence. The values of computational asymptotic error constant agree up to 7 significant digits with η. It appears that the computational convergence order well approaches 6. Table 4 shows additional test functions to further confirm the convergence behavior of proposed scheme (2.1).
In Table 6 , we compare numerical errors |x n − α| of proposed methods W1C, W2A, W3C, W4C. The least errors within the prescribed error bound are highlighted in bold face. Within two iterations, in view of strict comparison, Method W1C shows slightly better convergence for f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 5 , f 6 , f 7 , while method W2A for f 4 . By inspecting the asymptotic error constant
|xn−α| p when p is known, we find that the local convergence is dependent on the function f(x), an initial value x 0 , the multiplicity m, the zero α itself and the weight function Q f . Accordingly, for a given set of test functions, one method is hardly expected to always show better performance than the others. This paper proposes sextic-order multiple-zero finders with a bivariate weight function dependent on two principal roots MT = method.
Table 6
Comparison of |xn − α| for selected multiple-zero finders. convergence can be seen on the basins of attraction, it would be reasonable to say that larger area of convergence indicates a better method. Clearly a quantitative analysis is necessary for measuring the size of area of convergence.
To this end, we provide Table 7 featuring a statistical data describing the average number of iterations per point. In the following 6 examples, we take a 6 by 6 square centered at the origin and containing all the zeros of the given functions. We assume that all zeros are of the same multiplicity m. We then take 360,000 equally spaced points in the square as initial points for the iterative methods. We color the point based on the root it converged to. This way we can find out if the method converged within the maximum number of iteration allowed and if it converged to the root closer to the initial point.
We now are ready to discuss the complex dynamics of iterative map (4.4) applied to various polynomials. To continue our discussion, let us first identify four members of iterative map (4.4) associated with Cases 1C, 2A, 3C, 4C by GKN1C, GKN2A, GKN3C, GKN4C, respectively. Table 9 Number of points requiring 40 iterations for each example (1-6). we find that GKN1C is the worst. GKN2A, GKN3C and GKN4C have the same number of points requiring 40 iterations and those are the best cases.
Example 2. In our second example, we have taken a cubic polynomial raised to the power of 3:
Basins of attraction for GKN1C, GKN2A, GKN3C, and GKN4C are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The worst are GKN1C and GKN3C. The best is GKN4C. This is also seen in Table 7 . In terms of CPU time (see Table 8 ) again GKN4C is the fastest. The slowest are GKN1C and GKN3C. The lowest number of points requiring 40 iterations (see Table 8 ) is for GKN4C followed by GKN2A. In the following examples we will not show GKN1C because of its poor performance.
Example 3.
As a third example, we have taken a quintic polynomial raised to the power of 3:
Basins of attraction for GKN2A, GKN3C, and GKN4C are illustrated in Fig. 3 . GKN3C is the worst as in the previous example and we should exclude it from the other runs. The best is GKN4C. If we examine the average number of iterations per point (see Table 7 ), we arrive at the same conclusion with GKN4C requiring about 10 iterations per point. On the other hand, the CPU time for 4C was the smallest (3275 s) followed by GKN2A (5537 s) .
Example 4.
As a fourth example, we have taken a different cubic polynomial raised to the power of 4:
(5.4) Now all the roots are real. Basins of attraction for GKN2A, and GKN4C are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Again GKN4C is best. Quantitatively, we find that GKN4C requires an average of 8.8 iterations per point (see Table 7 ). GKN4C is the fastest as before (see Table 8 ) and have no black points, as can be seen in Table 9 .
Example 5. As a fifth example, we have taken a quadratic polynomial raised to the power of 5:
(5.5)
Basins of attraction for GKN2A and GKN4C are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The conclusions are the same as in the previous example.
Example 6. As a last example, we have taken a quartic polynomial raised to the power of 5:
(5.6)
Basins of attraction for GKN2A and GKN4C are illustrated in Fig. 6 . It is clear that we have the same conclusions. The best is GKN4C.
In summary, we find that GKN4C is faster, requires less iterations per point on average, and have much fewer points requiring 40 iterations (see the last row of Table 9) .
We have shown a technique of improving convergence order of our family of proposed methods (2.1) with the introduction of a bivariate weight function. One such technique is to express the weight function in terms of two functional ratios, one of which is a function-to-function ratio and the other of which is a derivative-to-derivative ratio. To determine what type of initial values of the proposed iterative methods chosen near the zero α must be given for their ensured convergence, we should carefully investigate the dynamics behind the basins of attraction for extraneous fixed points of the corresponding iterative maps applied to a well-known polynomial p(z) = (z 2 − 1) m . In our future work developing a family of new higher-order multiple-zero finders, it would be essential to improve our current approach with the use of principal analytic branches of two functional ratios in selecting free parameters of the weight functions that enhance relevant basins of attraction for a wide class of polynomials.
